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Unit 4 
I Wondered What Happened  

 
 
 

Exercise 1 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

 

1- My aunt flew to Paris last year. She __________ (never / go) on a plane before 

that.  

a-had never gone b-never went     c-never been     d-had never go  

2- We didn’t need to queue because my wife ________ (already / buy) the tickets. 

a-have already bought  b-has already bought  

c-already bought      d-had already bought   

3- Helen ________ (split up) with John before she met Paul. 

a- had split up       b-spilt up       c-has split up       d-have split up  

4- We knew her address because she _______ (tell) us.  

     a-had told   b-has told  c-will told  d-have told 

5- The children _________ (not eat) for days so they were extremely hungry.  

     a-hasn’t eaten  b-haven’t eaten c-hadn’t eaten d-will eat  

6- Everyone hugged each other after they __________ (finish) their exams. 

     a-had finished  b-has finished c-will finish  d-finishes  

7- She didn’t want to go to the cinema because she _____ (already / see) the film. 

a-had already seen b-had saw  c-has seen  d-sees 

 

 

Exercise 2 

Exercise: Coordinating conjunctions 
 

1- I've got a brother ……………….. a sister. 

2- It was very sunny last Sunday, ………………… we went to the beach  

3-Would you like meat …………... vegetables for lunch? 

4- My father likes football ……….. he doesn't like basketball. 

5- We aren't going to the bank …………… it is closed. 

6- We can go to the beach ………….. to the mountain. I don't really mind. 

7- Vigo is hotter than Santiago, …….. Santiago is more beautiful.   
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Exercise 3 
Complete with the correct answers using a model verb:  

 
1- ……………….. you please pass me that book over there? 

2- When he was young he ………….. dance all night long. 

3- ………………. you speak Chinese? 

4- You ……….. at least come with us and meet our new neighbour, don't you think? 

5- She ……………. drive but she takes the bus to go to work. 

6- In that country citizens …………….. now make suggestions openly, it is a new 

democracy. 

7- Nowadays, people …………….. travel very easily all over Europe. 

8-…………I go out with my friends, please mum? 

 

 

Exercise 4 
Choose the correct answer: 
 

1. I am _____ happy to see you. 

a- virtually  b- a little  c- very  d- some 

2. The cat was _____ dead when the vet arrived. 

a- extremely b- fairly  c- completely d- slightly 

3- To make tea, the water should be _____ boiling. 

a- slightly  b- very  c- -   d- completely 

4. Well done! Your homework is _____ excellent. 

a- -  b- some  c- almost  d- a little 

5- Don't see that film! It's _____ awful! 

a-  absolutely b- nearly  c- extremely d- fairly 

6- Hundreds of _____ terrified people ran for their lives. 

a- completely b- extremely c- fairly  d- nearly 

7- I am reading a _____ good book. 

a- nearly  b- completely c- intensely  d- -   

8. Are you sure? / Yes, I'm _____ certain. 

a- nearly  b- quite  c- intensely  d- completely 

9. It's _____ cold outside. In fact, it's nearly freezing. 

a- quite  b- really  c- fairly  d- extremely 

10. The country is in a _____ ridiculous situation. I laugh so much! 

a- very  b- reasonably  c- some  d- - 
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Exercise 5 
 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. Shovels are tools ,but bulldozers are ……………. 

a) machines   b) tools    c) kit   d)cases    

2. The blast blew a gaping ……… in the road. 

a) crayon                b) crater   c) can  d) cone 

3. The ……….. certainly looks good on paper.  

a) bomb          b) design        c) pet    d) book 

4. You can't let Tom drive that old …………..  

a) truck     b) plan          c) ship    d) rocket  

5.  If Billy has been a ……….. boy today, he will not get the reward . 

a) polite              b) good  c) behaved   d) naughty   

6. We had more non-events like ………… places than success but some were 

spectacular. 

a) current              b) camp      c) uninhabited  d) cave 

7. …………. indicate that temperatures have been rising.  

a) traffic     b) Weather balloons c) plan             d) ship  

8. Tom had a ……….. dream last night.  

a) weird    b) loved   c) fat   d) thin 

9. Charms strike the …………., but merit wins the soul.  

a) land             b) night          c) sight     d) self 

10.  I became upset after finding out that my brother ate not only his piece of cake 

but also my ………...  

a) share           b)care   c) fair   d) hair 

11. Dark memories lingered like ………… after a fire.  

a) smoke           b) cloud          c)sky     d) rain 

12. After a storm comes a ………... 

a) calm            b) tall            c) blind     d) brave 

13.  His job is to investigate supernatural …………….. 

a) brain             b) rain           c) phenomena d) clone 

14.  The new company was planning to ………… fliers about their up and coming 

business. 

a) sell            b) circulate       c) buy    d) talk  

15. The cost of the project has been …………. at about 10 million dollars. 

a) estimated          b) vanished    c) thought  d) took 
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 16.  You're ……………. for cleaning your own clothes and linens.  

a) stare             b) care            c) responsible   d) turn 
17.  These bullets can …………armor. 

a) care                b) save          c) run     d) penetrate  
18. I ………… what time it is.  

a) stay             b) wonder   c) share    d) put  

 
  

 

Exercise 6 
 

Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
 
 

 

  ancient / orbit / crowd / humming / stares / meteorite / guest / terrible / spoiled / smashed  

 
 

 

1. The man ……… his glass on the floor in rage. 

2.  The ………. moaned when the played did not score the goal. 

3. I've always ……….. my children . 

4. Each ……….. was sent an invitation to let them know what time to arrive at the 

party.  

5. The satellites ……… at different heights.   

6. I drive the country roads, …………. my favourite tune. 

7. The students are constantly asking about the relevance of studying …… history. 

8. Our youngest seems really fascinated as he ……. at the statue.  

9. They serve …….. food at that restaurant. 

Exercise 7 
 

Match the word with its definition:  
 

 A   B 

1 Locomotive    a Care about 

2 Fragments    b Event 

3 Concern     c A room in which you cook in. 

4 Equipment   d Care about  

5 Incident   e Visualise  

6 Fireflies   f a powered railway vehicle used for pulling trains. 

7 Imagine   g Tools  

8 Kitchen   h A soft-bodied beetle related to the glow-worm. 

9 Naughty   i Pieces  

10 Debris   J Scuttered pieces of rubbish  

   k Not well behaved  
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Exercise 7 

 
Write a descriptive essay (not more than 150 words) about a day in 

which you saw an unusual event: 
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